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Conditions: In an operational environment required toÂ  coordinate religious support in absence of Chaplain, Given unit facilities, resources and
commanders intent, SOP, FM 1-05, and AR 165-1. Ensure to communicate with technical and tactical chains of command in person, by cell phone,
computer or radio systems. Technical chain of command consists of brigade, division and neighboring Unit Ministry Teams (UMT). Tactical chain of
command consists of Battalion (BN) commander, neighboring units, and installation command.ï»¿ 
 This task should not be trained in MOPP 4. 

 
Standards: Coordinate Religious Support in the Absence of a Chaplain for all requirements of support and coverage without error, IAW SOP, FM 1-
05, and AR 165-1, using the task Go/ No-go checklist.ï»¿

 

 

Special Conditions:  None

 
Safety Risk: Low
 
MOPP 4:  Never
 
 

 
Cue: None 
 

 

 

 
 
 
Remarks: None 
 
Notes:  None 
 
 
 

Task Statements

DANGER

None

WARNING

None

CAUTION

None
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(Asterisks indicates a leader performance step.)
 
 
Evaluation Guidance:  Score the Soldier “GO” if all steps are passed. Score the Soldier “NO-GO” if any step is failed. If the Soldier fails any step,
show what was done wrong and how to do it correctly.
 
Evaluation Preparation:  Ensure that all materials, parts, manuals, forms and equipment (or appropriate substitutions) required in the condition
statement are available to the Soldier.
 

 
 
Supporting Reference(s):

 

 

 

 
 

Performance Steps
 1. Report the Chaplain’s unavailability to the Commander.  Coordinate the necessary support for the service.

 2. Follow the coordinating instructions of the Religious Support Annex or SOP for obtaining the services of a chaplain.

 3. Request chaplain support from next higher headquarters UMT (i.e. Brigade, Division, or Corps), and then from the UMT’s of adjacent battalions.
(Note: Proceed to step 4 if no chaplain is available.)

 4. Check the list of referrals within the unit for availability of a qualified person to perform the service.
(Note: Qualified persons are usually authorized Distinctive Religious Group Leaders (DRGLs).

 5. Coordinate location, time of service and administrative issues with the person providing the religious support.

 6. Inform the unit commander of the arrangements made for coverage of the religious support, including the name and phone number of the person
performing the service.

 7. Assist the person providing the religious support. Provide setup and logistical support.

 8. Brief the unit chaplain or the staff chaplain of the next higher headquarters concerning the coordinated religious support.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES GO NO-GO N/A
1. Reported the chaplain’s unavailability to the commander. Coordinated the necessary support for the
service.

2. Followed the coordinating instructions of the Religious Support Annex or SOP for obtaining the
services of a chaplain.

3. Requested chaplain support from next higher headquarters UMT (i.e. Brigade, Division, or Corps), and
then from the UMT’s of adjacent battalions.

(Note: Proceed to step 4 if no chaplain is available.)

4. Checked the list of referrals within the unit for availability of a qualified person to perform the service.

5. Coordinated location, time of service and administrative issues with the person providing the religious
support.

6. Informed the unit commander of the arrangements made for coverage of the religious support,
including the name and phone number of the person performing the service.

7. Assisted to the person providing the religious support. Provided setup and logistical support.

8. Briefed the unit chaplain or the staff chaplain of the next higher headquarters concerning the
coordinated religious support.

Step
Number Reference ID Reference Name Required Primary Source Information

AR 165-1 Army Chaplain Corps Activities Yes Yes

FM 1-05 Religious Support Yes No

JG 1-05 Religious Affairs in Joint Operations Yes No

LOCAL SOP LOCAL SOP Yes No

TADSS :  None

Equipment Items (LIN):  None
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Materiel Items (NSN) : 
 

 
 
Environment: Environmental protection is not just the law but the right thing to do. It is a continual process and starts with deliberate planning.
Always be alert to ways to protect our environment during training and missions. In doing so, you will contribute to the sustainment of our training
resources while protecting people and the environment from harmful effects. Refer to the current Environmental Considerations manual and the current
GTA Environmental-related Risk Assessment card.  Environmental protection is a continual process. Always be alert to ways to protect our environment
and reduce waste.
 
 
 
Safety: In a training environment, leaders must perform a risk assessment in accordance with current Risk Management Doctrine. Leaders will
complete the current Deliberate Risk Assessment Worksheet in accordance with the TRADOC Safety Officer during the planning and completion of each
task and sub-task by assessing mission, enemy, terrain and weather, troops and support available-time available and civil considerations, (METT-TC).
Note: During MOPP training, leaders must ensure personnel are monitored for potential heat injury. Local policies and procedures must be followed
during times of increased heat category in order to avoid heat related injury. Consider the MOPP work/rest cycles and water replacement guidelines IAW
current CBRN doctrine.  Everyone is responsible for safety. A thorough risk assessment must be completed prior to every mission or operation. 
 
 

Step ID NSN LIN Title Qty
No materiel items specified

Prerequisite Individual Tasks :  None

Supporting Individual Tasks :  None

Supported Individual Tasks :  None

Supported Collective Tasks :  None

Knowledges :

Knowledge ID Knowledge Name
201 Religious Services

Skills :  None

ICTL Data :  None
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